
Dining around the world



The art of feeding, watering and entertaining 
business contacts has been central to generating 
work and cementing relationships for time 
immemorial. “Breaking bread”, “Wedding breakfast” 
“State banquet” and even “Finger in the pie” are all 
English food-related idioms that have relationships, 
politics, quid pro quo and business at their very heart. 
In many cultures, food is the centre point of daily 
activity.
I am delighted to launch the inaugural Nexia Dining guide to help the savvy international 
business traveller ensure that they have the best opportunity to make an impression 
with a prospective client or indeed an old business relationship. The guide is not 
exhaustive but a well curated list, by Nexia members for Nexia members, to provide 
better local recommendations than Trip Advisor or Google. The cities in this guide have 
been chosen based, in the main part, on their ranking in The Global Financial Centres 
Index (September 2023), with a cross reference of regional diversity and Nexia 
memberships. Due to the scale of the guide, we purposefully did not reach out to every 
Nexia member for their opinions. For that we apologise but it was necessary to get this 
project off the ground.

We would very much like to thank all the firms and individuals who took the time to 
provide their well trodden local recommendations. We could not have done it without 
your local expertise! To see all Nexia member firms in a particular country, please do 
use the link here.

Having said the above, we hope to create a 2025 version next year and so, if there are 
any intrepid gastronomes taking the time to read this introduction, please feel free to 
reach out to me or Nexia marketing so we can expand and cover your city, your country 
and/or your region in the next edition.

As an aside, all restaurants were active and open as of January 2024, and so we hope 
that will continue throughout the year.

All that is left for me to say is: Eat, Drink and Entertain. We are Nexia!

With kind regards

Robert Hazelton
Head of Marketing & Business Development 
Rob.hazelton@nexia.com
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Client lunch 

China Doll - $$$

China Doll is an award-winning restaurant delivering the 
ultimate Sydney dining experience to guests. The menu 
presents a modern take on culinary traditions from 
China, Hong Kong, Japan and South East Asia creating 
a modern asian cuisine. The restaurant looks over at the 
views of the waterfront city skyline.

W: https://chinadoll.com.au/  
E: mail@chinadoll.com.au  
A: Shop 4, 6 Cowper Wharf Road, Woolloomooloo NSW 
2011 

Client cocktails 

Maybe Sammy - $$

Maybe Sammy’s passion is for drinks, live music and 
entertainment. Each and every delectable drink on the 
menu will take you through an eye-opening and distinct 
experience.

W: https://www.maybesammy.com/  
E: cocktails@maybesammy.com  
A: 115 Harrington Street, The Rocks, Sydney, NSW

Australia Austria

Client lunch 

Do & Co Restaurant Albertina - $$$

A new culinary concept brings the carefree lifestyle and the best flavours of the sunny south to Vienna’s city 
centre. With so-called “Sharing Plates” you have the opportunity to taste a wide range of our Mediterranean 
dishes and enjoy the diverse tastes of the Mediterranean together. 

W: https://www.doco.com/albertina/?lang=de  
E: albertina@doco.com  
A: Albertinaplatz 1, 1010 Vienna

Client cocktails 

Neue Hoheit Brasserie - $$$

At Neue Hoheit, our expert sommeliers handpick each bottle in our extensive wine collection. Among the 
treasures, we proudly present ‘Rosenholz,’ a unique Veltliner meaning ‘Rosewood,’ exclusively produced by the 
esteemed Strobl family vineyard for Rosewood Vienna. 

W: https://www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/vienna/dining/neue-hoheit-brasserie  
E: vienna.reservations@rosewoodhotels.com  
A: Petersplatz 7, 1010 Vienna, Austria 

Client dinner 

Plachutta Wollzeile - $$$

The now world-famous restaurant in the heart of the city is as much a part of Vienna as St. Stephen’s Cathedral 
or the Ferris wheel. Whether Viennese families, business people or stars and celebrities from all over the world, 
everyone likes to flock to the restaurant “Plachutta Wollzeile” to enjoy the famous boiled beef and Viennese 
kitchen classics in the best forms.

W: https://www.plachutta-wollzeile.at/  
E: wollzeile@plachutta.at  
A: Wollzeile 38, 1010 Vienna

Family holiday restaurant 

NENI am Prater - $$$

With a lot of heart, soul and a large portion of passion, we interpret high-end for you in a completely new way at 
NENI am Prater. Enjoy a breathtaking view over the famous Vienna Prater, take a seat along the open kitchen or 
at the stunning bar. The NENI am Prater combines essential elements of the NENI world with Viennese charm 
and thus creates a place of well-being in the hip 2nd district.

W: https://neni.at/restaurants/prater/  
T: +43 1 904343950  
A: Perspektivstr. 8, 1020 Wien, Austria

Client dinner 

Firedoor - $$$

Firedoor works with fire and seasonal ingredients. The 
kitchen is entirely powered by wood. They burn a variety 
of woods daily to create embers which are then used to 
cook in a way that enhances the natural characteristics 
of the ingredients. The kitchen is open-plan, allowing 
guests a clear view of the action which unfolds in the 
kitchen.

W: https://firedoor.com.au/  
E: info@firedoor.com.au  
A: 23-33 Mary Street Surry Hills, NSW 

Family holiday restaurant 

Icebergs - $$$

The menu is focused on modern Italian cuisine and 
celebrating seasonal flavours offering seafood and 
artisanal produce. The restaurant is arranged to take in 
the famous view of Bondi, by day  
or night, it makes an unforgettable backdrop.

W: https://idrb.com/  
E: idrb@idrb.com 
A: 1 Notts Ave, Bondi Beach NSW 2026, Australia

Sydney Vienna 
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Brazil

Client cocktails 

Spot - $$$

This innovative restaurant is frequented by a modern and diverse audience; the Spot reflects the cultural and fashion 
hustle and bustle of the city of São Paulo. 

W: www.restaurantespot.com.br/en/ 
E: spot@restaurantespot.com.br 
A: Alameda Min. Rocha Azevedo, 72 - Bela Vista, São Paulo - SP, 01410-000, Brazil

Client dinner 

Terraço Itália - $$$$

Terraço Italia is a candlelit Italian restaurant, located in one of the most iconic buildings of São Paulo and offers one of 
the best views of the city. Terraço Italia offers great food and a nice atmosphere. 

W: https://www.terracoitalia.com.br/ 
E: eventos@terracoitalia.com.br 
A: v. Ipiranga, 344 - 41º andar - República, São Paulo - SP, 01046-010, Brazil

Family holiday restaurant 

Myk - $$$

Myk is a charming Greek restaurant with a bright décor and a varied menu. This restaurant is known as the first 
contemporary Greek restaurant in Brazil, inspired mainly in the cuisine of Mykonos. 

W: https://myk.com.br/menu/en/menu/ 
T: +55 11 2548-5391 
A: Rua Peixoto Gomide, 1972 - Jardins, São Paulo - SP, 01409-002, Brazil

Brazil

Client lunch 

Oro Restaurante - $$$$

Oro is a restaurant with a tasting menu of contemporary cooking, with 
wine pairings, in a sleek, modern space. They offer two menus: Their 
Creativity menu is elaborated daily with seasonal market ingredients. 
Their Affectivity menu is shorter and consists of house specialties.

W: ororestaurante.com.br/en/ 
E: reservas@ororestaurante.com.br 
A: Av. Gen. San Martin, 889 - Leblon, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 22441-015, 
Brazil

Client cocktails 

Plage Café - $$ - $$$

Its central palace is located in a beautiful European romantic style 
garden, which shares the spotlight with the native Atlantic Forest on 
the slopes of Morro do Corcovado, making it one of the city’s most 
beautiful architectural spots.

W: https://www.plagecafe.com.br/ 
E: cafeplage@cafeplage.com.br 
A: R. Jardim Botânico, 414 - Parque Lage, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 22461-
000, Brazil

Client dinner 

Aprazível - $$$$

Aprazível is a family-run restaurant surrounded by a lush tropical 
garden. It offers artisan Brazilian cuisine, in a country-home setting 
with gardens and views of Rio.

W: https://www.aprazivel.com.br/en 
E: aprazivel@aprazivel.com.br 
A: R. Aprazível, 62 - Santa Teresa, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 20241-270, Brazil

Client lunch 

Vista Restaurant Ibirapuera - $$$

Vista is a modern rooftop restaurant with amazing 
views of the city of São Paulo. In its dishes prepared by 
chef Pedro Oliveira, the creations deliver the flavour 
of Brazilian roots and ingredients that represent the 5 
regions of the country with unique presentations.

W: vistarestaurznte.vistasaopaulo.com.br 
E: contato@vistasaopaulo.com.br 
A: cobertura do MAC USP - Av. Pedro Álvares Cabral, 
1301 - 8o andar - Vila Mariana, São Paulo - SP, 04094-
050, Brazil

São Paulo

Family holiday restaurant 

Corrientes 348 - $$$$

Corrientes 348 is an Argentinian steakhouse. The menu 
features classic recipes with a contemporary touch prepared 
with the best raw materials and a selection of noble meats, 
all top-notch and from the most prestigious regions and 
producers.

W: https://www.corrientes348.com.br/ 
T: +55 (21) 2557-4027 
A: Av. Infante Dom Henrique, s/n - Glória, Rio de Janeiro - RJ, 
20021-140, Brazil

Rio de Janeiro
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Canada

Client lunch 

Cactus Club Cafe First Canadian Place - $$

The Cactus Club is a casual fine dining restaurant and the First Canadian Place in Toronto. The menu offers the best 
cuisine, using local and fresh ingredients.

W: https://www.cactusclubcafe.com/locations/first-canadian-place/
T: (647) 748-2025
A: 77 Adelaide Street West Toronto, Ontario

Canada

Client cocktails 

KOST Rooftop - $$$

44 stories above Toronto’s bustling entertainment  
district sits Bisha Hotel’s rooftop restaurant Kōst. The  
restaurant has al fresco dining, a world-renowned infinity  
pool and unparalleled city and lakeshore views. Featuring  
seasonal  
menus with modern cuisine and refreshing cocktails.

W: https://kosttoronto.com/ 
E: info@kosttoronto.com
A: BISHA HOTEL, 44th Floor, 80 Blue Jays Way, Toronto,On, M5V 2G3 

Client dinner 

Canoe - $$$$

A stylish, swanky space on the 54th floor, with inventive Canadian cuisine & exceptional views. Canoe crafts inspired 
dishes reflective of the country’s diversity. It is located on top of TD Bank Tower. It is a stylish restaurant on the 54th 
floor, with inventive Canadian cuisine and exceptional views.

W: https://www.canoerestaurant.com/
T: (416) 364-0054
A: 66 Wellington St. W, TD Bank Tower, 54th Floor, Toronto, ON, Canada M5K 1H6

Family holiday restaurant 

Earls Kitchen - $$

Earls is an upscale casual dining restaurant and bar. Every location is a reflection of the community it’s in. This 
restaurant is a local favourite in the heart of Toronto’s Financial District.

W: https://earls.ca/locations/financial--district/
E: comments@earls.ca
A: Earls Head Office, #200-425 Carrall St., Vancouver, BC, Canada V6B 6E3

Family holiday restaurant 

Joe Fortes Seafood - $$$$

Joe Fortes Vancouver is a seafood restaurant. The main dining room is anchored by a 
soaring horseshoe oyster bar. The mahogany-walled wine room offers guests a 
unique and discreet setting in which to enjoy an intimate lunch, or a private 
corporate celebration.

The more casual side of Joe’s is experienced in the bistro and bar area where people 
can soak up the live music. There is also a roof garden and into an urban oasis 
featuring a living green wall, cozy outdoor fireplace and bustling horseshoe bar.

W: https://www.joefortes.ca/
E: info@joefortes.ca
A: 777 Thurlow Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada

Toronto Vancouver

Client lunch 

The Keg Steakhouse - $$$

The Keg is a steakhouse and bar. It is a place to work, and a place to connect. Their 
mission is ‘To be the first choice of steak lovers by allowing Keggers and guests to be 
themselves.’

W: https://thekeg.com/en
E: https://thekeg.com/en/contact-us#contact
A: 688 Dunsmuir Street Vancouver, British Columbia, V6B 1N3

Client cocktails 

Cactus Club- $$$

The Cactus Club is a casual fine dining restaurant in the Coal Harbour in Vancouver. 
The menu offers the best cuisine, using local and fresh ingredients.

W: https://www.cactusclubcafe.com/locations/coal-harbour/
T: (604) 620-7410
A: 1085 Canada Pl, Vancouver, BC V6C 3E1, Canada

Client dinner 

Gotham Steakhouse - $$$$

Gotham serves only Prime Grade beef and the freshest fish and seafood. The menu 
is simple and classic steakhouse, with only the finest ingredients making the cut.

W: https://www.gothamsteakhouse.com/
E: info@gothamsteakhouse.com
A: 615 Seymour St, Vancouver, BC V6B 3K3, Canada
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China
Beijing
Client lunch 

Old House French Restaurant - $$$

French and European cuisine. Awaken your taste buds with seasonal delicacies such 
as M7 Wagyu beef tenderloin, Hokkaido scallops and British sea bass from Australian 
farms, paired with natural seasonal vegetables. 

W: http://www.coursetpavillons.com/index 
E: reservation@coursetpavillons.com 
A: No. 26, Weijia Hutong, Dongcheng District, Beijing

Client cocktails 

Sanlitun Bar Street - $ to $$$

Sanlitun is world-famous for Sanlitun bar street, which is the liveliest place in Beijing 
at night. The most famous bars on Sanlitun Bar Street include Boys & Girls, Red Moon 
Club, Swing, Lan Kwai Fong, Down Town, No. 52, and Day Off.

W: https://www.travelchinaguide.com/attraction/beijing/sanlitun-village.htm  
A: Sunlitan Road, Beijing

Client dinner 

King’s Joy - $$$$

Vegetarian cuisine. Just a stone’s throw from Yonghe Temple, this serene restaurant 
is remodelled from a courtyard house and features a glass-roofed dining room. The 
chef honed his skills at his grandparents’ restaurant of the same name. Live harp 
performance befits the restaurant’s classy elegance.

W: https://guide.michelin.com/en/beijing-municipality/beijing/restaurant/king-s-joy  
T: :+86 10 8404 9191 
A: 2 Wudaoying Hutong, Dongcheng, Beijing, China, Beijing, China

Chile
Santiago
Client lunch

La Cabrera Chile - $$$$

La Cabrera is an Argentinian steakhouse, offering excellent wines and a selection of garnished, specially prepared 
ingredients for each dish. They have two locations in the city of Santiago, offering a great experience. 

W: https://lacabrerachile.cl/ 
T: +56 9 3236 1687 
A: Isidora Goyenechea 3275, 7550129 Las Condes, Región Metropolitana, Chile

Client cocktails 

Oporto Steak Bar - $$$

Oporto is a Steak Bar with a modern proposal with “eclectic” tendencies. It recycles the materials that were part 
of an old meat house from 1920s. Its architecture, service and gastronomic offer are designed to be a unique 
experience, based on innovative meat dishes, a great terrace, and their award-winning cocktails. 

W: www.oporto.cl 
E: hola@oporto.cl 
A: Isidora Goyenechea 3477 Local 101, Las Condes

Client dinner 

Happening - $$$

Happening is located in the elegant neighbourhood of Las Condes in Santiago de Chile, the Happening 
Restaurant specialises in Argentine food, with an emphasis on meat-based dishes. Equally recognised for the 
variety and quality of the wines it offers. 

W: https://happening.cl/?page_id=8 
T: +56 2 2362 1092 / +56 2 2233 2301  
A: Avda. Apoquindo 3090, Las Condes, Santiago, Chile

Family holiday restaurant 

Pizzería Tiramisú - $$

Tiramisú was born from the idea of creating a simple 
and essential concept of the traditional Italian cuisine.  
It offers a great atmosphere rustic but cosy. In 
addition, it also offers Mediterranean cuisine, a bar and 
options suitable for vegetarians and vegan dishes.

W: http://www.tiramisu.cl/ 
T: +56 2 25194900 
A: Isidora Goyenechea 3141. Las Condes- Chile 
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China

Client lunch

Da Ivo - $$$$

Italian fine dining inspired by a legendary restaurant of the 
same name in Venice (but no affiliation). The kitchen in 
the Shanghai incarnation is helmed by Giorgina Mazzero, 
a veteran of Da Ivo in Venice. Located on the 23rd floor, it 
has a 270-degree view over the river.

W: https://www.tripadvisor.com.au/Restaurant_Review-
g308272-d7163028-Reviews-Da_Ivo-Shanghai.html  
E: booking@daivo.net  
A: 23/F, 1 Jingling Dong Lu, near Zhongshan Dong Er Lu, 
Huangpu District

Client cocktails 

Kitchen Table at the W - $$$

The tantalizing selections at W Shanghai – The Bund 
inspire epicurean adventures within your guest room 
or in one of our hotel’s stylish settings. Gather around 
our convivial The Kitchen Table for heartwarming 
classics showcasing locavore sensibilities or peruse the 
encyclopaedic collection of regional Chinese flavours and 
tastes at YEN restaurant. Steal away into Liquid at YEN 
for an exquisite nightcap and a stylish bar atmosphere 
or let your social animal live it up at our tropical-themed 
WET® Bar.

W: https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/shawh-w-
shanghai-the-bund/dining/  
T: +86 21-22869999 
A: NO.66 LVSHUN ROAD, SHANGHAI, CHINA, 200080

Client dinner 

Sense 8 (Raffles City Changning) - $$$

Sense 8, or Yu Ba Xian in Chinese (meaning “The 
Honorary Eight Immortals” from Chinese folklore), is a 
chain of Cantonese restaurants and a tea houses where 
people appreciate traditional culinary art hard to see 
today, and where good old memories from the past are 
brought back to life.

W: https://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Restaurant_Review-
g308272-d12334890-Reviews-Sense_8_Cantonese_
Cuisine-Shanghai.html  
T: +86 21 6373 1888 
A: No.8 Lane 181 Taicang Road Xintiandi, Shanghai 
200021 China 

Family holiday restaurant 

POP Terrace Restaurant $$$

The POP terrace restaurant with the beautiful scenery 
of the Pujiang River, the terrace shows the Lujiazui CBD 
scenery on the other side of the river at 270 degrees. The 
renovated terrace is both cosy and fun. 

W: https://www.threeonthebund.com/zh/
restaurant/102008183381  
E: pop@on-the-bund.com  
A: 3, Huang Pu Qu, Zhongshan Rd (E-1)

Shanghai

Hong Kong (SAR) 

Client lunch

Cruise Rooftop Restaurant & Bar - $$$

Cruise is a rooftop restaurant & bar with an outdoor oasis, a 
terrace overlooking Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour, serving 
modern Asian food. 

W: https://www.hyatt.com/hyatt-centric/hkgct-hyatt-
centric-victoria-harbour-hong-kong/dining/cruise-
restaurant-bar  
E: Reservation 
A: 23/F, West Tower, Hyatt Centric Victoria Harbour Hong 
Kong, 1 North Point Estate Ln, North Point, Hong Kong

Hong Kong

Client cocktails 

SEVVA - $$$$

Contemporary, uber-chic, and in a class of its own, SEVVA offers a total sensory experience. From the ambiance and 
the views to the dining and the music, SEVVA cocoons you in a warm environment reminiscent of the most refined 
homes in the world.

W: https://sevva.hk/ 
E: reservations@sevva.hk  
A: PRINCE’S BUILDING, 25/F, 10 Chater Rd, Central Hong Kong

Client dinner

Man Ho Chinese Restaurant - $$$$

Man Ho welcomes guests with a sophisticated interior inspired by a Chinese garden. Cascading glass chandeliers 
shaped like morning glory are set nicely against marble moon gates and camellia enamel art. 

W: https://marriottbonvoyasia.com/restaurants-bars/jw-marriott-hotel-hong-kong-man-ho-chinese-restaurant 
E: jwmarriott.hk@marriotthotels.com 
A: Level 3, JW Marriott Hotel Hong Kong, Pacific Place, 88 Queensway, Hong Kong

Family holiday restaurant

Yum Cha - $$

“Yum Cha” is located in Central, a downtown landmark in Hong Kong, and is committed to bringing guests a new style 
of Chinese cuisine with endless memories under the design atmosphere of East and West.  

W: https://www.yumchahk.com/  
E: central@yumchahk.com  
A: Shop 173-2, 1/F, Nan Fung Building, 2 Des Voeux Road Central, Central, Hong Kong
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France

Client lunch

Bien Éléve - $$$

We pay particular attention to the choice of our 
producers. Months of research, trips to the heart of 
French terroirs, tastings, again and again: nothing has 
been left to chance to find those who have developed 
exceptional know-how in the respect of sustainable 
agriculture. 

W: http://www.bieneleve.fr/ 
E: RESTAURANTBIENELEVE@GMAIL.COM  
A: 47 Rue Richer 75009, Paris

Client cocktails 

Serpent à Plume - $$

“An espresso martini so dirty it needs a safe word”. 
Serpent à Plume is a place where bright ideas and 
relentless adventure meet in the oldest square of Paris: 
24 Place des Vosges. 

W: https://serpentaplume.com/  
E: Reservation 
A: 24 Place des Vosges, Paris

Client dinner 

Le Coupe-Chou - $$

The inside of Le Coupe-Chou, located on a quiet side 
street in the 5th arrondissement’s Latin Quarter, is 
intimate and cottage-like, with crackling open fires and 
tables tucked away in candle-lit corners (and in some 
cases, in under-the-stairs nooks and crannies). 

The menu is heavy on rustic, traditional French fare with 
specialties like boeuf bourguignon, roasted leg of lamb in 
tarragon jus, and bourbon vanilla crème brûlée.

W: https://www.lecoupechou.com/  
E:  Reservation 
A: 11 Rue de Lanneau, 75005 PARIS

Paris

Family holiday restaurant

Le Bouillon Pigalle - $$

In the 18th arrondissement of Paris, a stone’s throw 
away from the Moulin Rouge and Sacré Coeur, a new 
generation of Bouillon is emerging. Launched in 2017, this 
XXL Brasserie in Pigalle reproduces today’s fashionable 
ambiance of Parisian restaurants inaugurated in the 19th 
century by the butcher Duval

W: https://bouillonlesite.com/en/bouillon-pigalle-2  
E: Reservation 
A: 22 Boulevard de Clichy, 75018, Paris

Germany
Berlin

Client lunch

Borshardt - $$$

German cuisine. The Borchardt near Gendarmenmarkt 
is a Berliner institution in which celebrities regularly 
meet. The world-class location, in culinary daring, does 
the splits between German and French cuisine, which 
impressively harmonises with the tasteful interior. 

W: www.borchardt-restaurant.de 
E: sekretariat@gastart.de 
A: Französische Straße 47, 10117  Berlin

Client cocktails 

Saphire - $$$

German cuisine. The restaurant cooks traditional 
homemade classics such as Königsberger Klopse, 
Sauerbraten, Kassler, Fischstäbchen, braised rutabaga 
and many other dishes, which are then all served in the 
middle of the table to share. 

W: https://saphirebar.de/ 
E: r.hoppenheit@web.de 
Reservations: https://saphirebar.de/reservierung/  
A: Bötzowstraße 31, 10407 Berlin

Client dinner 

Peter Paul - $$

German cuisine. The restaurant cooks traditional 
homemade classics such as Königsberger Klopse, 
Sauerbraten, Kassler, Fischstäbchen, braised rutabaga 
and many other dishes, which are then all served in the 
middle of the table to share. 

W: https://peterpaul.berlin/en/startseite-english/ 
T: +49 30 4377 3043 
E: mail@peterpaul.berlin 
A: Torstraße 99, 10119 Berlin

Family holiday restaurant

Brasserie Colette - $$$

French cuisine. A big name on the fine dining scene, Tim 
Raue has created a pleasantly down-to-earth brasserie 
of the sort you might be more inclined to expect to find in 
Paris. This place has a modern feel tempered by a slight 
touch of nostalgia.

W: https://brasseriecolette.de/en/berlin/ 
E: berlin@brasseriecolette.de 
A: Passauer Straße 5, 10789 Berlin
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Germany

Client lunch

Mon Amie Maxi - $$$$

French cuisine. Take a table in the comfortable, casual 
interior at Mon Amie Maxi and enjoy the fresh, authentic 
brasserie-style fare from the open kitchen. 

W: https://www.mook-group.de/monamiemaxi/ 
E: Reservations 
A: Bockenheimer Landstraße 31, 60325 Frankfurt am 
Main

Client cocktails 

NFT Sky Bar - $$$

Whether you want to enjoy the afternoon sun or 
celebrate the sunset – the 360-degree panoramic view 
on the roof terrace on the 47th floor shows Frankfurt’s 
skyline from its best side.

W: https://www.nft-skybar.com/en/ 
E: skybar.nhowfrankfurt@nhow-hotels.com 
A: Entrance HOTEL nhow Frankfurt, Brüsseler Str. 1-3, 
60327 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Client dinner 

M Steakhouse - $$$$

American steak house. Many say the M Steakhouse 
serves the best steak in Germany, all of it imported 
Nebraska prime beef. 

W: https://www.mook-group.de/msteakhouse/ 
E:  Reservations 
A: M-Steakhouse Feuerbachstraße 11a, 60325 Frankfurt 
am Main

Frankfurt

Family holiday restaurant

Apfelwein Wagner - $$

German cuisine. Simple tavern with sidewalk tables 
serving hearty German fare, plus local wines, beer & cider. 

W: https://www.apfelwein-wagner.com/en/ 
E: info@apfelwein-wagner.com 
A: Schweizer Strasse 71, 60594 Frankfurt am Main

Italy
Milan

Client lunch

Da Giacomo Arengario - $$$

Da Giacomo Arengario is one of the most atmospheric 
restaurants in Milan, with a terrace overlooking the 
Duomo. Traditional Italian cuisine, from sea and land. 

W: https://giacomomilano.com/en/ 
E: Website contact form 
A: Via Guglielmo Marconi, 1, 20123 Milano MI, Italy

Client cocktails 

Camparino in Galleria 

For many, Camparino in Galleria is quite simply a famous 
bar in the heart of Milan. But, truth be told, there’s much 
more to this historic locale than its elegant atmosphere 
and cocktails: in fact its past and heritage are inextricably 
interwoven with the city’s history and the artistic and 
cultural movements of the 1900s.

W: https://www.camparino.com/ 
E: Website contact form 
A: P.za del Duomo, 21, 20121 Milano MI, Italy

Client dinner 

Ribot - $$$

Ribot select the best cuts of national and foreign origin: 
Florentine steaks, ribs and fillets. There is no shortage of 
specialties faithful to the Tuscan tradition such as cold 
cuts, Montalcino macaroni, cheeses and pastas.

W: https://www.ribotmilano.it/ 
E:  info@ribotmilano.it 
A: Via Marco Cremosano, 41, 20148 Milano MI, Italy

Family holiday restaurant

Al Garghet - $$$

Al Garghet is a rustic, rural restaurant for Lombardy-
region pasta and rice dishes, with a peaceful garden 
terrace. 

W: https://algarghet.it/  
E: info@algarghet.it 
A: Via Selvanesco, 36, 20141 Milano MI
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Italy

Client lunch

Dal Bolognese - $$$

A timeless cuisine, which offers traditional Emilian 
recipes: from the most well-known dishes, such as 
tagliatelle with meat sauce and tortellini in broth, up to 
the rare and much-loved boiled meat trolley.

W: https://roma.dalbolognese.it/ 
T: 39063222799 
A: Piazza del Popolo, 1, 00187 Roma

Client cocktails 

Salotto 42 - $ 

At Salotto 42, cocktail perfection is at the heart of 
everything they do. Their team of expert mixologists 
uses only the finest ingredients to create unique and 
unforgettable drinks.

W: https://www.salotto42.it/ 
E: bookbar@salotto42.it 
T: +39 06 6785804 
A: Piazza di Pietra, 42, 00186 Roma 

Client dinner 

Pierluigi - $$$  

Tradition meets high-class gastronomy at Rome’s 
Pierluigi Restaurant, located in the heart of the Eternal 
City. The rich menu features only the freshest in seasonal 
seafood, fish and meat ingredients as well as vegetables 
and herbs. Its unique position permits the privilege of 
dining outdoors amidst a historic setting dating back to 
the Renaissance period. 

W: https://www.pierluigi.it/ 
T: +39066868717 
A: Piazza de’ Ricci, 144, 00186 Roma RM, Italy

Rome

Family holiday restaurant

Due Ladroni - $$

A perfect blend of elegance and tradition, Due Ladroni is 
the ideal place to fully enjoy the experience of the warm 
Roman tradition. 

W: http://www.dueladroni.com/ 
E: info@dueladroni.com 
T: 066861013 and 066896299 
A: Schweizer Strasse 71, 60594 Frankfurt am Main

India
Mumbai

Client lunch

Yuatcha Mumbai - $$$

A contemporary dim sum teahouse and patisserie 
serving modern Cantonese cuisine. Yauatcha’s plush 
spot-lit tables are a popular choice in Mumbai come the 
evening, with guests picking from an enormous variety of 
dim sums – steamed, grilled, baked and fried – all make an 
appearance on the menu. 

W: https://yauatcha.com/mumbai/ 
T: +91 922 2222800 
A: Raheja Tower, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, 
Mumbai 400051

Client cocktails 

Bastian Bandra - $$$ 

Bastian Hospitality Pvt. Ltd. caters to a discerning 
clientele via an offering that includes stylish bars and 
restaurants with thoughtful, well-curated F&B and late-
night offerings. 

W: https://bastianhospitality.com/ 
E: info@bastianhospitality.com 
A: Kamal Building, B/1, New, Linking Rd, next to Burger 
King, Bandra West, Mumbai

Client dinner 

Ziya - $$$$

Ziya is a specialist modern Indian restaurant, with menus 
by the Michelin star chef Vineet Bhatia. Take your pick 
from carefully designed a la carte options or take your 
time over the specially curated gourmand menu and 
let it guide you on a culinary journey around the Indian 
subcontinent. 

W: https://www.oberoihotels.com/hotels-in-mumbai/
restaurants/ziya/ 
E:  reservations@oberoigroup.com 
A: The Oberoi, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021, India

Family holiday restaurant

Trishna - $$$

Widely regarded as Mumbai’s favourite seafood 
restaurant, Trishna is popular with travellers, locals 
and celebrities alike. The extensive menu may seem 
overwhelming at first – there are 21 sauce options for 
the king prawn alone – but rest assured everything is 
exceptional. 

W: https://www.theworlds50best.com/discovery/
Establishments/India/Mumbai/Trishna.html  
T: +91 22 2270 3213 
A: Sai Baba Marg, next to Commerce House, opp. 
Kalaghoda Cafe, Kala Ghoda, Fort, Mumbai
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Mexico

Client lunch

La Hacienda de los morales - $$$

La Hacienda de los Morales is a great fine dining 
restaurant with tasting menus and outdoor 
seating set in a colonial-era building with a 
fantastic history of centuries. 

W: https://www.haciendadelosmorales.com/ 
E: reservaciones@haciendadelosmorales.com 
A: Juan Vazquez de Mella 525, Polanco, Polanco 
I Secc, Miguel Hidalgo, 11510 Ciudad de México, 
CDMX, Mexico

Client cocktails 

Balta - $$$$ 

Balta is a restaurant located in the Sofitel Mexico 
City Reforma hotel, offering a menu that consist of 
dishes meant to share and great cocktails, with an 
amazing view of the Mexico City. 

W: https://www.sofitel-mexico-city.com/
restaurants/balta-restaurant/ 
E: H9615@SOFITEL.COM 
A: Av. paseo de la reforma 297, 06500 Mexico City, 
Mexico

Mexico City

The Netherlands
Amsterdam

Client lunch

Mos - $$$$

A sophisticated waterfront eatery spotlighting high-
concept local cuisine & desserts. 

W: https://mosamsterdam.nl/en/ 
E: info@mosamsterdam.nl 
A: IJdok 185, 1013 MM Amsterdam, Netherlands

Client cocktails 

Door 74 - $$$

Door 74 is one of the pioneers of speakeasy bars in 
Western Europe and one of the first high end cocktail 
venues in the Netherlands. Door 74 has spent the past 15 
years trying to perfect the craft of cocktail making and 
hospitality. 

W: https://www.finddoor74.com/ 
E: info@finddoor74.com 
A: Reguliersdwarsstraat 74, 1017 BN Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

Client dinner 

Blue Spoon - $$$$

Bluespoon Restaurant offers international cuisine, and 
their bar promises innovative, handcrafted cocktails. 
Start with tapas and move on to Bluespoon’s signature 
dishes and finish with a delicious dessert. 

W: https://bluespoon-restaurant.nl/ 
E:  bluespoon@andaz.com 
A: Prinsengracht 587 - Ground Floor, 1016 HT 
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Family holiday restaurant

De kas - $$$

De kas is a Michelin star, chic garden conservatory 
serving Mediterranean dishes made from organic 
ingredients grown on-site. 

W: https://restaurantdekas.com/eng/garden 
T: info@restaurantdekas.nl 
A: Kamerlingh Onneslaan 3, 1097 DE Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

Client dinner 

Pujol - $$$$  

Pujol is a Mexican restaurant named by Wall Street 
Journal as the best in Mexico City. The restaurant is 
run by chef Enrique Olvera. It is his flagship restaurant, 
awarded with several awards and acclaimed as one of 
the world’s best restaurants, and a must for every foodie 
visiting Mexico. 

W: https://pujol.com.mx/ 
E: info@pujol.com.mx 
A: Tennyson 133, Polanco, Polanco IV Secc, Miguel 
Hidalgo, 11570 Ciudad de México, CDMX, Mexico

Family holiday restaurant

Rosetta - $$$

Rosetta is in Colonia Roma in Mexico City. Its cuisine is 
based on a deep respect for Mexican ingredients. 

W: https://rosetta.com.mx/en/ 
E: reservaciones@rrosetta.com.mx 
A: Colima 166, Roma Nte., Cuauhtémoc, 06700 Ciudad 
de México, CDMX, Mexico
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Norway

Client lunch

Brasserie Hansken - $$$

A delightfully traditional brasserie, centrally located by 
the City Hall, with various charming dining areas and a 
fantastic terrace. Classical cooking follows the seasons 
and mixes French and Scandic influences; seafood is a 
speciality.

W: https://brasseriehansken.no/ 
E: post@brasseriehansken.no
A: CHRISTIANIA TORV 4, NO-0158 OSLO

Client cocktails 

Izakaya - $$$ 

Like our signature restaurant, TAK OSLO, Izakaya is our 
informal street food and cocktail bar, helmed by the 
award-winning chef Frida Ronge. Located on the seventh 
floor of the Sommerro House Hotel, overlooking Frogner 
neighbourhood, the bar is the ideal spot for a casual glass 
of sake or a handcrafted cocktail- served alongside a 
menu of street food-inspired bites that can be eaten on 
the side as a snack or as a full meal.

W: https://www.sommerrohouse.com/en/restaurants/
izakaya/
E: IZAKAYA@SOMMERROHOUSE.COM 
A: St. Olavs gate 7, Oslo 0165 Norway

Client dinner 

Theatercaféen - $$$  

Viennese-style, white-tablecloth cafe in venerable hotel, 
for brasserie menu & afternoon tea. Theatercaféen 
opened in 1900 and is situated opposite from the 
National Theatre, which had opened the previous year. 

W: https://www.theatercafeen.no/
E: bord@theatercafeen.no
A: Stortingsgaten 24/26, P.O. Box 1510 Vika, N- 0117 
OSLO

Oslo

Panama 

Panama City

Client lunch

ACHA, Costa del Este - $$$

Elaborate seafood, fish, meats, and pastas delight 
discerning palates that choose to immerse themselves 
in this universe of flavors, shapes, and colors. They offer 
delicately crafted traditional recipes, with an explosion of 
tastes and authentic aromas from the house that blend 
in the warm environment of this international culinary 
landmark, gently caressing the senses of the most 
demanding diner.

W: https://achapanama.com/
T: +5073967754
A: 2G5F+8H6, Panamá, Provincia de Panama, Panama

Client cocktails 

Lazotea Rooftop, Casco antiguo - $$

The exclusive rooftop offers two distinct settings to 
satisfy your preferences: an elegant indoor lounge and a 
spacious outdoor area with a privileged view of the city.

W: https://lazoteapanama.com/ 
T: +5073870529
A: 2G5F+8H6, Panamá, Provincia de Panama, Panama

Client dinner 

Lazotea Restaurant, Casco antiguo - $$

The restaurant combines exquisite cuisine with stunning 
views from the Old Town of Panama. Since 2015, Lazotea 
has become a must-visit destination for both tourists 
and locals in search of a great culinary and entertainment 
experience.

W: https://lazoteapanama.com/
E: reserva@lazoteapanama.com 
T: +5073870529
A: Rooftop Av Eloy Alfaro y, C. 11 Este

Family holiday restaurant

Blue Moon Tap House, Costa del Este - $$$

Enjoy an inspiring and creative experience. They take 
care of every last detail of their decoration, music and 
atmosphere but that’s not all. They put together different 
events throughout the week: from craft beer tastings 
and pairing courses to local artists exhibitions, concerts, 
art workshops, etc.

W: https://blue-moon.cluvi.co/
T: +50764034214
A: Blue Moon, Avenida Principal Costa del Este 20503, 
Panama City, Panama Province, Panama

Family holiday restaurant

KOLONIALEN - $$

Kolonialen is a neighbourhood restaurant with an 
informal atmosphere and an international feeling. The 
casual interior makes relaxing with a delicious lunch on 
Saturdays or dinner, alone or in good company. 

Doing this allows us to cook and serve the best possible 
food at the best possible price.

W: https://www.kolonialenbislett.no/ 
E: post@kolonialenbislett.no
A: Sofiesgate 16, 0170 Norway
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Singapore

Client lunch

Burma Social - $$

Burma Social is a Pan-Asian restaurant located in the 
heart of the city within a breath-taking shophouse. 
Experience the allure of a unique dining concept where 
traditional Burmese dishes are gracefully infused with 
modern influences from neighbouring China, Thailand, 
India, Bangladesh, and Laos.

W: https://burmasocial.com/ 
E: Reservation
A: 34 Tras St, Singapore 079026

Client cocktails 

Smoke & Mirrors - $$$ 

Perched atop National Gallery Singapore, Smoke & 
Mirrors is a rooftop haven boasting stunning skyline 
views with innovative cocktails. Discover an enchanting 
blend of indoor-outdoor spaces adorned by a sculptural 
bar, seamlessly merging sophistication with a magnetic 
ambiance.

W: https://www.smokeandmirrors.com.sg/
E: reserve@smokeandmirrors.com.sg 
A: #06-01 National Gallery Singapore, 1 St. Andrew’s 
Road Singapore 178957

Singapore

South Africa
Cape Town

Client lunch

Gåte Restaurant - $$$$

African x Scandinavia cuisine. Enjoy a Spring fine dining 
experience at Gåte restaurant. Chef Paul Prinsloo 
& his team transformed a variety of African inspired 
flavours into a comforting experience of Spring cuisine. 
All surrounded by the stunning view of vineyards & 
Simonsberg Mountain.

W: https://www.quoinrock.co.za/gate-restaurant 
E: gate@quoinrock.co.za
A: Quoin Rock Wine Estate, Knorhoek Road, 
Stellenbosch, South Africa, 7600

Client cocktails 

Chinchilla - $$

Immerse yourself in endless summer at Camps Bay’s 
premier rooftop cocktail bar and lounge. Experience the 
laidback sophistication of a Camps Bay rooftop cocktail 
bar – one of Cape Town’s best locations for a sundowner 
– overlooking the Camps Bay strip with views of the sun 
setting over the Atlantic.

W: https://www.kovecollection.co.za/chinchilla/
E: managers@chinchillarooftop.co.za
A: Shop 120, Second Floor, The Promenade Building, 
Victoria Road, Camps Bay

Client dinner 

Delaire Graff Estate - $$$$

African cuisine. At Delaire Graff Restaurant, be guided 
by an ethos of seasonality with creative bistro classics 
combined with a South African touch. Embraced by the 
majestic Simonsberg mountainside setting, every dish 
celebrates the beauty of the Cape Winelands through 
provenance-driven plates guided by Head Chef Clinton 
Jacobs – paired with an award-winning wine portfolio.

W: https://www.delaire.co.za/dine/
E: reservations@delaire.co.za
A: Delaire Graff Estate, Helshoogte Rd, Banhoek, 
Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa 

Family holiday restaurant

Tokara Restaurant - $$$

African cuisine. Inspired by the local countryside and 
farm produce, the Tokara Restaurant’s menu celebrates 
refined farm-to-table cuisine. 

W: https://www.tokara.com/tokara-wine-estate/tokara-
restaurant/ 
E: reservations@tokara.com
A: R 310 Helshoogte Rd, Stellenbosch, 7600, South Africa

Client dinner 

Spago Dining Room - $$$$  

Known for its premier level of hospitality and style, Spago 
Dining Room offers incredible views of Singapore with a 
spectacular menu to match offering Asian, western and 
fine dining.

W: https://www.marinabaysands.com/restaurants/
spago.html 
E: inquiries@marinabaysands.com 
A: 10 Bayfront Avenue L57, Sands SkyPark, Hotel, Tower 
2, Singapore 018956

Family holiday restaurant

Food For Thought - $$

Food For Thought is located in Singapore’s oldest 
museum, the restaurant aims to create a space where 
people can catch a glimpse of our city’s past, present and 
future, and the stories we tell about them. 

Due to the museum locale, you will be able to find 
carefully curated selection of locally published children’s 
books, cookbooks, autobiographies, art and design 
books and poetry. Food For Thought serves up hearty, 
local-inspired bistro fare – honest food in Southeast 
Asian flavours with a globalised influence.

W: https://foodforthought.com.sg/
E: nms@foodforthought.com.sg
A: 93 Stamford Road #01-04/05, National Museum of 
Singapore,  Singapore 178897
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Client dinner 

Kream - $$$$  

The restaurant offers more than just delicious food – the 
well-crafted recipes are designed to impress, featuring a 
diverse menu that will satisfy any appetite. 

W: https://montecasino.kreamrestaurant.co.za/ 
E: montecasino@kream.co.za
A: 1 Montecasino Blvd, Magaliessig, Johannesburg, 2055

Johannesburg

Client lunch

Marble - $$$

African Cuisine. Situated in Keyes Art Mile, the growing 
art and food hub of Rosebank, Marble Restaurant boasts 
a grand wood-fired grill imported from Grill Works in 
Michigan as the focal point of the restaurant. 

W: https://marble.restaurant/ 
E: info@marble.restaurant
A: Trumpet on Keyes, Corner Keyes & Jellicoe Avenue, 
Rosebank, Johannesburg

Client cocktails 

Milk & Honey - $$ 

An elegantly appointed champagne bar with Parisian flair, 
offering you an exclusive ambiance.

W: https://milkhoneybar.co.za/
E: reservations@milkhoneybar.co.za 
A: Piazza Montecasino, Fourways, Johannesburg

Spain
Barcelona

Client lunch

Casa Jordi - $$

Traditional cuisine in a typical Catalan farmhouse in the 
heart of Barcelona.

W: http://casajordi.es/ 
T: +34932001118
A: Passatge de Marimon, 18, Sarrià-Sant Gervasi, 08021 
Barcelona

Client cocktails 

Grupo Sagardi Terrace - $$

A terrace to enjoy Barcelona’s fishing culture and 
cocktails designed by Manel Vehí, master mixologist and 
founder of Bar Boia.

W: https://gruposagardi.com/en/restaurant/1881-by-
sagardi-3/ 
T: +34679202040
A: Muntaner, 70-72 (esquina Aragón), 08011 Barcelona

Client dinner 

La Venta - $$$

Traditional cuisine in an emblematic setting, with heated 
terraces all year round and centuries-old dining rooms. 

W: https://restaurantelaventa.com/es/ 
T: +34932126455
A: Plaça del Doctor Andreu, s/n, Sarrià-Sant Gervasi, 
08035 Barcelona 

Family holiday restaurant

Restaurant Escriba - $$

The perfect place to enjoy a large number of seafood 
dishes in a modern and intimate atmosphere where rice is 
the star ingredient. 

W: https://restaurantsescriba.com/xiringuitoescriba/en/ 
T: +34932210729
A: Chiringuito Escribà, Av. del Litoral, 62, Sant Martí, 
08005 Barcelona

Family holiday restaurant

Walnut Grove - $$

Walnut Grove is a new and exciting boutique experience, 
bringing seasonal produce and quality ingredients 
to diners under one of Africa’s largest chandeliers; a 
towering walnut tree flowing with over 10,000 reclaimed 
and antique crystals. 

W: https://walnutgrove.co.za/
E: nms@foodforthought.com.sg
A: Cnr 5th Street & Rivonia Road, Shop B38 Sandton City

South Africa
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Client lunch

Restaurante Casa Botin - $$$

Casa Botín, founded in 1725, is  the oldest restaurant in 
the world  according to the Guinness Book of Records  
and one of the references for the best traditional cuisine 
in Madrid.

W: https://botin.es/ 
E: aegonzalez@botin.es 
A: C. de Cuchilleros, 17, Centro, 28005 Madrid

Client cocktails 

360º Rooftop Bar RIU - $$$ 

A terrace with amazing views where you can enjoy the 
city of Madrid and the sunset.

W: https://www.riu360rooftopbar.com/ 
E: madridalcielo360@riu.com 
T: +34919193393 
A: C. del Maestro Guerrero, s/n

Client dinner 

Caluana - $$  

CALUANA is the story of a trip between Italy and Spain, 
the search for flavour through its products and its magic. 
Two of the best cuisines in the world merged into one, the 
best of each in unique proposals that respect tradition 
without ceasing to look to the future. 

W: https://www.caluana.com/el-restaurante-caluana/ 
E: info@caluana.com 
A: Calle de la Bolsa, 12, Centro, 28012 Madrid

Madrid

Spain
Stockholm

Client lunch

Sturehof - $$

Sturehof is a modern gathering place in central 
Stockholm, in the middle of Stureplan, which was opened 
in 1887. A brasserie with Swedish influences, home-
produced ingredients and a lively cultural scene.

W: https://sturehof.com/ 
E: info@sturehof.com  
A: Stureplan 2, 114 35 Stockholm, Sweden

Client cocktails 

Cadierbaren, Grand Hôtel - $$$

The Grand Hôtel is a classic landmark in the middle of 
central Stockholm. The location is perfect and the view 
over Strömmen, Gamla Stan and the Royal Castle is 
highly appreciated.

The Grand Hôtel has The Cadier Bar and The Champagne 
Bar. By the entrance to the Cadier Bar, adjacent to the 
lobby, is a beautifully designed champagne bar, where 
guests can enjoy an extensive range of champagne from 
the best champagne houses and vintages without having 
to order a bottle.

W: https://grandhotel.se/en 
E: info@grandhotel.se  
A: Södra Blasieholmshamnen 8, 111 48 Stockholm, 
Sweden

Client dinner 

Wedholms Fisk - $$$

Wedholms Fisk uses the finest ingredients from the 
sea are carefully refined based on an uncompromising 
selection and solid food craftsmanship. The elegant 
restaurant has been open since 1985, Swedish art on the 
walls and an upscale seafood menu.

W: https://wedholmsfisk.se/ 
E: Info@wedholmsfisk.se  
A: Arsenalsgatan 1, 111 47 Stockholm, Sweden

Family holiday restaurant

Rolfs Kök - $

The philosophy of this restaurant is simplicity and 
quality. The founder, Rolf’s idea was to invite the guest 
into the kitchen, instead of just being served from a 
kitchen behind closed doors. That is why the kitchen is 
completely open. This is a great restaurant for families.

W: https://rolfskok.se/ 
T: info@rolfskok.se 
A: Tegnérgatan 41 111 61 Stockholm

Family holiday restaurant

Salvaje - $$$$

Discover an innovative approach to Japanese haute 
cuisine, where the careful fusion of tradition and design, 
quality, and lifestyle intertwine to offer a unique culinary 
experience.

W: https://madridvelazquez.slvj.es/en 
E: reservas.madrid@slvj.es 
T: +34 911 08 88 18 
A: Calle Velázquez 62, BLESS HOTEL MADRID, Madrid, 
España

Sweden
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Client lunch

Zuma - $$$$

Zuma is an award winning japanese restaurant. Is located 
in the international financial centre, at the heart of Dubai. 

W: https://zumarestaurant.com/ 
T: +971 4 425 5660 
A: Podium Level, Gate Village 06 - Al Mustaqbal St - Trade 
Centre - DIFC - Dubai - United Arab Emirates 

Client cocktails 

Atmosphere Lounge Burj Khalifa - $$$$ 

Atmosphere offers guest a true 360° as it is located at the 
122nd floor of the Burj Khalifa. Floor-to-ceiling windows 
entertain the perfect backdrop to the city as you watch 
day turn into night. 

W: https://www.atmosphereburjkhalifa.com/lounge/ 
E: reservations@atmosphereburjkhalifa.com 
T: +34919193393 
A: C. del Maestro Guerrero, s/n

Client dinner 

LPM Restaurant and bar - $$$$  

LPM is a Relaxed restaurant with a Cote d’Azur feel, 
serving a mix of southern French and Italian cuisine. 

W: https://lpmrestaurants.com/dubai/ 
E: info@lpmdubai.ae 
A: Gate Village 08 DIFC P.O. Box 506711, Dubai

Dubai

United Arab Emirates 

Edinburgh

Client lunch

Dine Edinburgh - $$

Dine Edinburg is a multi-award winning restaurant that 
celebrates the very best of Scotland with inventive 
menus shaped by the seasons. 

W: https://dineedinburgh.co.uk/ 
E: restaurant@dine.scot 
A: Saltire Court, 1st floor, 10 Cambridge St, Edinburgh 
EH1 2ED

Client cocktails 

Harvey Nichols Forth Floor Brasserie and Bar - $$$$

This refined Scottish brasserie above Harvey Nichols 
offers an extensive menu, from wines and Champagnes 
to creative cocktails, while guest enjoy spectacular views 
of Edinburgh.

W: https://www.harveynichols.com/restaurants/
edinburgh/forth-floor-bar/ 
E: forthfloor.reservations@harveynichols.com 
A: 30-34 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh EH2 2AD

Client dinner 

Hawksmoor Edinburgh - $$$

In Edinburgh, Hawksmoor draws on the amazing produce 
that Scotland has to offer, featuring seafood from around 
the Scottish coast and beef from grass-fed native breed 
cattle from both sides of the border. 

W: https://thehawksmoor.com/locations/edinburgh/ 
E: edinburgh@thehawksmoor.com 
A: 23 W Register St, Edinburgh EH2 2AA

Family holiday restaurant

Vittoria on the Bridge - $$

Situated on George IV Bridge, in the heart of Edinburgh’s 
Old Town, Vittoria on the Bridge serves delicious, 
authentic Italian cuisine. 

W: https://vittoriarestaurant.com/vittoria-on-the-
bridge/#2 
E: dine@vittoriarestaurant.com 
A: 19 George IV Bridge, Edinburgh, Scotland, EH1 1EN

Family holiday restaurant

Al Safadi - $$$

Al Safadi serves authentic Lebanese cuisine with a 
“homemade’’ experience. Their team often go above and 
beyond, crafting a culinary journey to remember. Perfect 
for families that wants to enjoy a good meal in Dubai. 

W: https://alsafadi.ae/ 
T: +971 600 500601 
A: 127 Sheikh Zayed Rd - Trade Centre - DIFC - Dubai - 
United Arab Emirates

United Kingdom
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Client lunch

Frog by Adam Handling, Covent Garden - $$$$

Michelin starred Frog by Adam Handling is a place to really 
submerge yourself in a theatrical show. You’re facing the 
kitchen, the chefs come to your table, and you can really 
interact with every member of the team.  

W: https://www.frogbyadamhandling.com/ 
E: enquiries@adamhandling.co.uk 
A: 34-35 Southampton St, London WC2E 7HG

Client cocktails 

The Connaught Bar - $$$$ 

The Connaught Bar is located in the Connaught hotel in 
Mayfair, where Conversation flows over sparkling glasses 
and candlelit tables.

W: https://www.the-connaught.co.uk/restaurants-bars/
connaught-bar/ 
E: info@the-connaught.co.uk 
A: The Connaught, Connaught, 16 Carlos Pl, London W1K 
2AL

Chicago

Client lunch

Beatrix Loop - $$

Beatrix is a neighborhood coffeehouse, restaurant and 
meeting place in Chicago. The menu features healthy 
meets delicious specials, and is known for its in-house 
bakery and coffee bar, including signature cookies and 
baked goods.

W: https://www.beatrixrestaurants.com/beatrix/loop/ 
T: +1 312-736-0404 
A: 155 N Wacker Dr, Chicago, IL 60606, United States

Client cocktails 

Lazy Bird - $$$

Located in the cellar level of The Hoxton, Chicago, Lazy 
Bird is a cocktail and music lounge in Chicago’s Fulton 
Market District.

W: https://www.lazybirdchicago.com/ 
E: info@lazybirdchicago.com 
A: 200 N Green St, Chicago, IL 60607, United States

Client dinner 

Girl and the Goat - $$$

As one of the first restaurants on Chicago’s famed 
Restaurant Row in the West Loop, Girl & the Goat began 
in 2010 with a goal of serving bold, global flavors to their 
local community and visitors. 

W: https://www.girlandthegoat.com/ 
E: info@girlandthegoat.com 
A: 809 W Randolph St, Chicago, IL 60607, United States 

Family holiday restaurant

Athena - $$$

Inspired by the beauty and spirit of the Mediterranean, 
Athena embodies its lively atmosphere, fresh cuisine and 
warm hospitality. Their complete indoor and outdoor 
seating will transport you to the Greek Isles. Their goal 
is to create a warm environment for people to gather 
around a table with family and friends to feel at home.  

W: https://www.athenachicago.com/ 
T: +1 312-655-0000 
A: 212 S Halsted St #1, Chicago, IL 60661, United States

Client dinner 

Coya Mayfair - $$$$  

COYA offers guests an innovatively curated menu, that 
keeps traditional elements of Peruvian cooking alive. The 
menu offers an array of dishes that are light and healthy 
such as our delicious ceviche’s, mouth-watering tiraditos, 
and heartier anticuchos (grilled fish, meat, and vegetable 
skewers).

W: https://coyarestaurant.com/coya-mayfair/en/ 
E: reservations@coyarestaurant.com 
A: 118 Piccadilly, London W1J 7NW

Family holiday restaurant

Blacklock Soho - $$$

Blacklock is an atmospheric award-winning basement 
steak restaurant and bar for seared meat chops, and 
cocktails from trolley carts. Blacklock provides the 
highest quality of meat to Londoners. 

W: https://theblacklock.com/restaurants/blacklock-
soho/ 
E: sohoreservations@theblacklock.com 
A: 24 Great Windmill St, London W1D 7LG

United States United Kingdom
London
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Client lunch

The Farm of Beverly Hills - $$ 

The Farm of Beverly Hills restaurant serves innovative 
American cuisine daily for breakfast, lunch and brunch.  
Since opening tehir doors in 1997, our friendly staff has 
worked tirelessly to earn the reputation as one of the 
best restaurants and full service caterers in Beverly Hills.

W: https://www.thefarmofbeverlyhills.com/ 
E: info@thefarmofbeverlyhills.com 
A: 439 N Beverly Dr, Beverly Hills, CA 90210, United 
States

Client cocktails 

Boa Steakhouse - $$$$ 

BOA is unlike any other steakhouse. They reinvented the 
traditional American steakhouse to fashion a distinctly 
unique dining experience. That experience is bold, 
modern and innovative.

W: https://www.boasteak.com/ 
T: +1 310-278-2050 
A: 9200 Sunset Blvd, West Hollywood, CA 90069, United 
States

New York

Client lunch

Le Bernardin - $$$$

Le Bernardini is an elite French restaurtant serving only 
seafood with the simple philosophy that the fish is the 
star of the plate. 

W: https://www.le-bernardin.com/about 
T: +1 212 554 1515 
A: 155 W 51st St, New York, NY 10019, United States

Client cocktails 

Aldo Sohm wine bar - $$$$

Aldo Sohm Wine Bar embodies the energy of New York 
with a laid back atmosphere. Designed with a relaxed 
approach to good food and wine in mind. 

W: https://www.aldosohmwinebar.com/about 
T: +1 212-554-1143 
A: 151 W 51st St, New York, NY 10019, United States

Client dinner 

Eleven Madison Park - $$$$

Eleven Madison Park is a fine dining restaurant located 
in the heart of New York City. The restaurant has been 
owned by Chef Daniel Humm since 2011 and during 
that time it has evolved considerably, both in food and in 
experience. their tasting menu consists of entirely plant-
based courses. Guests can also visit the bar for a more 
abbreviated version of the tasting menu, light snacks, or 
simply for a cocktail or glass of wine.

W: https://www.elevenmadisonpark.com/ourrestaurant/ 
T: +1 212-889-0905 
A: 11 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10010, United States

Family holiday restaurant

Carmine’s - $$

Carmine’s offers to experience a Southern Italian family 
feast in New York’s Times Square. Known for their hearty 
portions of all your favorite Italian dishes, each item is 
meant to be shared around the table.

W: https://www.carminesnyc.com/ 
T: +1 212-221-3800 
A: 200 W 44th St, New York, NY 10036, United States

Client dinner 

Spago - $$$$  

Spago is the flagship restaurant of the Wolfgang Puck 
Fine Dining Group. Guests can choose from a seasonal 
a la carte menu, or explore the best of the west with the 
chefs’ multi-course California Tasting Menu.

W: https://wolfgangpuck.com/restaurants/spago-
beverly-hills/ 
T: (702) 737‐9600 
A: 76 N Canon Dr, Beverly Hills, CA 90210, United States

Family holiday restaurant

The Girll on the Alley - $$$$

The Grill on the Alley has been an institution in Los 
Angeles for over 35 years. With unique locations in 
Beverly Hills, their restaurant offers an unparalleled dining 
experience in a traditional steakhouse setting.

W: https://www.thegrillonthealley.com/ 
T: +1 310-276-0615 
A: 9560 Dayton Way, Beverly Hills, CA 90210, United 
States

United States 
Los Angeles

United States 
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Nexia is a leading worldwide network 
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consulting firms. We provide a 
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